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Daria Cohen Edits The Night (Fan Animated) Daria Cohen is an independent animator from Israel, creator of the Vampair Series. In 2016, Daria graduated from the Shenkar School of Design and Engineering in engineering with her fan film The Night, using a song of the same name Voltaire. This is the first episode of her project. The animation was uploaded
to YouTube on July 15, 2016. The second part, titled Land of the Dead, was posted to YouTube on July 20, 2017. There is a mini-episode missi raises death on January 25, 2018, and the next February 7, 2018 Ressurection Aka. Fuck you. Another mini-episode called Owee on the eve of Hallowen was releasedf in the same year. The Silent appeared on
January 2, 2019 as episode 4 . The fifth episode, one of the most coveted episodes, was released on July 13, 2019. The 6th episode, titled The Autopsy, premiered on August 22, 2020. Daria's story is based on songs by diferent artists, mostly Voltaire songs, and the first episode of the series received 25 million views on Youtube. Daria works alone in the
series and everything is done by her, except audio. From choosing a story and a song to animation and mixing sound.      Social Networks Edit Youtube: Facebook: DeviantArt: Instagram: Twitter: Other works Edit Daria was also an animator at the Hazbin Hotel Pilot. Although she was not mentioned in either the Wikipedia article or Fandom Wikia, she
mentioned her contribution to the frequently asked Face Reveal questions, and uploaded a rough animation compilation to her YouTube channel and was named in the video credits. Season 5season 4Season 3Season 2Season 1Daria Morgendorffer relies on her wit and her best friend Jane to withstand her superficial peers at Lawndale High, her popular
sister quinn, her frazzled parents and the gloom of the suburb. Daria Cohen Edits The Night (Fan Animated) Daria Cohen is an independent animator from Israel, creator of the Vampair Series. In 2016, Daria graduated from the Shenkar School of Design and Engineering in engineering with her fan film The Night, using a song of the same name Voltaire. This
is the first episode of her project. The animation was uploaded to YouTube on July 15, 2016. The second part, titled Land of the Dead, was posted to YouTube on July 20, 2017. There is a mini-episode missi raises death on January 25, 2018, and the next February 7, 2018 Ressurection Aka. Fuck you. Another mini-episode called Owee on the eve of
Hallowen was releasedf in the same year. The Silent appeared on January 2, 2019 as episode 4 . The fifth episode, one of the most coveted episodes, was released on July 13, 2019. 6, titled Autopsy Premiere August 22, 2020. Daria's story is based on songs by diferent artists, mostly Voltaire songs, and the first episode of the series received 25 million
views on Youtube. Daria works alone in the series and everything is done by her, except audio. From choosing a story and a song to animation and mixing sound.      Social Networks Edit Youtube: Facebook: DeviantArt: Instagram: Twitter: Other works Edit Daria was also an animator at the Hazbin Hotel Pilot. Although she was not mentioned in either the
Wikipedia article or Fandom Wikia, she mentioned her contribution to the frequently asked Face Reveal questions, and uploaded a rough animation compilation to her YouTube channel and was named in the video credits. Season 5season 4Season 3Season 2Season 1Daria Morgendorffer relies on her wit and her best friend Jane to withstand her superficial
peers at Lawndale High, her popular sister quinn, her frazzled parents and the gloom of the suburb. Suburb.
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